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PC421/621-D 
Module 8  

Learning Guide  

Everyday Theology of Time:  
Living the Sacred Rhythms 

 

Before you start...  
 
 Do 30-40 pages of pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp6-7 + ~p19ff: pdfs on Moodle) 
 Explore unit guide journal topics, and post to forum (modules 2-11) 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share about a-z of everyday theology or a spiritual practice 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Thus far we have laid the foundation to form your own everyday theology. We’ve also considered both our 
stories and our culture in and for which the church seeks “truthful action”. Now, it begins! Modules eight 
through thirteen are about putting this into practice. Less content, more practice! (“Praise God”, I hear you 
say!). “About time” you add. “Precisely” I say! This module is “about time”, and all for God’s praise! 

In the first session, we’ll revisit some stimulus from module 1, then comparing and contrasting artistic 
renderings of time to get at this mysterious phenomenon and our call to count our days aright.  

In the middle session, in place of our typical weekly practices, we will try out the “five movement” model of 
theological reflection to form a theology and practice of “time”. If we finish this activity early, we’ll enter a 
small group time debriefing the readings and journal activities. 

In session three, we’ll extend our search for “faithful practice” concerning time, by exploring what it means 
to “inhabit the Story of God” via the Christian Calendar. That leads well into module 9: the body and play. 

  
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

1. Form an everyday theology of time, working toward more “truthful action” in how we spend it 
2. Imagine how we may reconnect the sacred and the secular through living the Church calendar. 

 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, students are expected to evaluate their use of time from a normative, 
situational and experiential perspective, forming new everyday practices that align with sacred rhythms. 
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 9:20-10:10am, then 10:30-11:20am and 11:25am-12:15pm) 
9:20 Artistic Adventures in Time: Grappling with the Mystery (50 minutes) 
10:30 Transforming Time through Theological Reflection + Group Debrief (50 minutes) 
11:25 Higher Time: Living the Rhythms of the Church Calendar (50 minutes) 
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2.  ARTISTIC ADVENTURES IN TIME: GRAPPLING WITH THE MYSTERY 

Resource 8.1  
As per the Unit Guide (~pp19ff), Moodle has pdfs for recommended and optional readings for Module 8: 
Recommended Reading: 

N. T. Wright, “Reshaping the Church for Mission: Living the Future,” in Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the 
Resurrection, and the Mission of the Church (New York: HarperOne, 2008), 255-276 (+ notes pp312-313). 

Bobby Gross, “Foreword” and “Discovering Sacred Time,” in Living the Christian Year: Time to Inhabit the Story of 
God (Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2009), 9-11, 13-34. 

Optional Reading: 

Robert Banks, “Towards an Ecology of Time,” in The Tyranny of Time (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 1997), 167-201. 

Michael Frost, “A Religion of Time,” in Seeing God in the Ordinary: A Theology of the Everyday (Peabody, MA: 
Hendrickson, 2000), 109-139 (+ notes pp201-202). 

Brother Lawrence, The Practice of the Presence of God (1692), online here (esp. 4TH Conversation, 1ST & 6TH Letter). 

Gordon Preece, “Re-Tayloring Time: Trajectories Towards Transcendence from within the Secular Self and Age,” 
Zadok Paper S212 (August 2016): 1-16. (Endnotes here.)  

For situational & existential perspectives on Time (scholarship coming from angles other than Christian faith): 

Cosmologist/Physicist Lee Smolin’s take on “Time Reborn: A New Theory of Time” Royal Society of the Arts video/talk here. 

Another angle in is listening to the lyrics and watching the depictions of time in some classic songs like: Bob Dylan “The Times 
They Are a Changin’” (lyrics), Nick Cave “Into My Arms” (lyrics) and “Jesus Alone” (on the death of his son, notice the way he 
uses overlapping sound like waves, capturing eternity; lyrics), The Byrds “Turn! Turn! Turn!” (based on Ecclesiastes 3:1-11), and 
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel “Bookends [lyrics: time it was and what a time it was]”. 

For some related reading, concerning the nature of time and living the Church Calendar, see the following: 

Carolyn Arends, “When God Wears a Costume: Why We Need Symbols in Order to See Him,” Christianity Today Opinion, January 
8, 2013. (On Moodle here, a nice lead into to our artistic emphasis this session: What is the role of symbols in our Christian 
walk? Do we only need symbols when the Spirit is seemingly silent?) 

Explorations of “The Church’s Calendar” (Paul McCain) and “Are historic Christian practices still relevant today?” (Q Ideas). 

Dave Benson sermon, “Stories of Repentance, Songs of Deliverance” (on how baptism and communion graft us into the 
community of God, past, present, and future) … video here.  

Taylor, Charles. A Secular Age. Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007. [Taylor’s magnum opus … a sprawling historical take on 
how the west moved from God at the centre, to God largely falling off the radar. Taylor frames the secular as centred on the 
flattening of time, disconnected from the “higher time” in which the transcendent God intersects our immanent experience.] 

Crosby, Cindy, and Thomas C. Oden. Ancient Christian Devotional: A Year of Weekly Readings.          
Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2007. [Lectionary Cycles A, B, and C] 

Conway Ireton, Kimberlee. The Circle of Seasons: Meeting God in the Church Year. Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2008. 

Webber, Robert. Ancient-Future Time: Forming Spirituality Through the Christian Year. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Books, 2004. 

Smith, James K. A. Imagining the Kingdom: How Worship Works. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2013. 

Chittister, Joan. The Liturgical Year. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2009. 

Claiborne, Shane, Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove, and Enuma Okoro.                
Common Prayer: A Liturgy for Ordinary Radicals. Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2010. 

Shamy, Andrew, Sam Bloore and Roshan Allpress. The Hare and the Tortoise: Learning to Pace Ourselves in a World Gone Mad. 
Lynfield, Auckland: Compass Foundation, 2011. 

Students are required to read 30-40 pages (for PC421 & 621 respectively) in preparation from the lecture. This must 
include at least *one* recommended reading, which you must engage in the assessed journal entries for modules 
2-11. Additionally, you can make up the remaining pages by drawing on any of the recommended or optional 
readings that are of interest. This is a key component of your learning in this course. Alongside reviewing the 
lecture notes, this reading comprises 3 hours of your 10 hours per week involvement (p4 Unit Guide). 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Surprised-Hope-Rethinking-Resurrection-Mission/dp/0061551821/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042604&sr=1-1&keywords=Surprised+by+Hope%3A+Rethinking+Heaven%2C+the+Resurrection%2C+and+the+Mission+of+the+Church
http://www.amazon.com/Surprised-Hope-Rethinking-Resurrection-Mission/dp/0061551821/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042604&sr=1-1&keywords=Surprised+by+Hope%3A+Rethinking+Heaven%2C+the+Resurrection%2C+and+the+Mission+of+the+Church
http://www.amazon.com/Living-Christian-Year-Inhabit-Story/dp/0830835202/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377040946&sr=1-1&keywords=Living+the+Christian+Year
http://www.amazon.com/Living-Christian-Year-Inhabit-Story/dp/0830835202/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377040946&sr=1-1&keywords=Living+the+Christian+Year
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/lawrence/practice
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=18746
http://www.ethos.org.au/online-resources/blog/endnotes-for-zadok-paper-s212
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Hi4VbERDyI&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7qQ6_RV4VQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7qQ6_RV4VQ
https://bobdylan.com/songs/times-they-are-changin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnHoqHscTKE
http://www.nickcave.com/lyrics/nick-cave-bad-seeds/boatmans-call/arms/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iGxoJnygW8&spfreload=5
https://genius.com/Nick-cave-and-the-bad-seeds-jesus-alone-lyrics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zx6j4vI8lE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h9qsK0DmAA
http://www.simonandgarfunkel.com/track/old-friendsbookends/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=12220
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=15857
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=15856
http://vimeo.com/5471244
http://www.amazon.com/Secular-Age-Charles-Taylor/dp/0674026764/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042576&sr=1-1&keywords=A+Secular+Age
http://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Christian-Devotional-Readings-Lectionary/dp/0830834311/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042689&sr=1-3-fkmr0&keywords=Crosby%2C+Cindy%2C+and+Thomas+C.+Oden.+Ancient+Christian+Devotional%3A+A+Year+of+Weekly+Readings.+Dow
http://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Christian-Devotional-Lectionary-Cycle/dp/0830835563/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042689&sr=1-2-fkmr0&keywords=Crosby%2C+Cindy%2C+and+Thomas+C.+Oden.+Ancient+Christian+Devotional%3A+A+Year+of+Weekly+Readings.+Downer
http://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Christian-Devotional-Lectionary-Cycle/dp/0830835288/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377042689&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Crosby%2C+Cindy%2C+and+Thomas+C.+Oden.+Ancient+Christian+Devotional%3A+A+Year+of+Weekly+Readings.+Downer
http://www.amazon.com/The-Circle-Seasons-Meeting-Church/dp/083083625X/ref=pd_sim_b_1
http://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Future-Time-Forming-Spirituality-Christian/dp/0801091756/ref=pd_sim_b_4
http://www.amazon.com/Imagining-Kingdom-Worship-Cultural-Liturgies/dp/0801035783/ref=pd_sim_b_20
http://www.amazon.com/The-Liturgical-Year-Spiraling-Adventure/dp/0849946077/ref=pd_sim_b_18
http://www.amazon.com/Common-Prayer-Liturgy-Ordinary-Radicals/dp/0310326192/ref=pd_sim_b_26
http://www.compass.org.au/shop/store/the-hare-and-the-tortoise
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2.1 Opening Insight, Courtesy of Michael Leunig  

Dear God, 
 
These circumstances will change. 
This situation shall pass. 
 
Amen.  

 
 
Thought from Søren Kierkegaard: 
“It is quite true what philosophy says: that life must be understood backwards. But then one forgets the 
other principle: that it must be lived forwards. Which principle, the more one thinks it through, ends 
exactly with the thought that temporal life can never properly be understood precisely because I can at no 
instant find complete rest in which to adopt the position: backwards.”  

(Papers and Journals, Hannay, p. 161) (43 IV A 164)” 

2.2 Revisiting Time from Module 1 

In ths module, we will form an everyday theology of time. The content is lighter, as you are the one 
constructing the theology. That is, this session is a “transformative theological reflection” on how you 
spend your time, subsequently modifying your practices toward more truthful action. 

Remember, in this process, we want to bring three perspectives into dialogue: the normative, the 
situational, and the experiential. 

But, more on that in a minute. First, let’s recap some of the material we skimmed over in module 1. 

Watch this clip: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 What’s your first response? 
 
 If Jesus was your “bank manager” overseeing your time account, what might he say about your 
investment? How might he advise you to spend differently? 

If God truly is “Lord of all eternity” then surely our time is His … it’s a gift to spend for His glory. But what 
does this mean? Unless we “count” our days aright, how will we know the investment we make? Keeping 
tabs on our time is not about prizing work over rest, or prayer over play. It is about being more reflective 
about how our whole life—every minute of every day—may be directed to the glory of God. 

http://leunig.com.au/works/prayers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIyojpU7yBg
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Benjamin Franklin once said “Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life is 
made of.” Or, in more Biblical terms, we are invited to pray with Moses (who had forty years of wandering 
time to reflect on some of his choices!):  

“Seventy years are given to us! Some even live to eighty. 
But even the best years are filled with pain and trouble; 

soon they disappear, and we fly away. 
Who can comprehend the power of your anger? 

Your wrath is as awesome as the fear you deserve. 
Teach us to realize the brevity of life, 

so that we may grow in wisdom.” (Psalm 90:10-12) 
 

One of Australia’s leading financial institutions (AMP) released a 32 page report on how Australians invest 
their lives. Here’s the kind of questions they raise in introducing the report:  

“There are 24 hours in each day. Yet more now than ever, there just doesn't 
seem to be enough time to fit everything in.  

For many of us, the balance between work, family and social life is an 
increasingly complicated exercise in time management. There's so much we 
like to do with our time beyond the regular commitments of work and 
family, whether it's to meet with friends, make the odd gym class, help at 
the community centre or simply take time to relax with a good book. 
However, the constant battle to juggle busy jobs, family needs and home 

lives can leave little time for more than a rushed coffee with a friend before running to the next meeting or 
picking up the kids from school.  

So where does the time go? Are we satisfied with the time we're able to spend with our families, our 
children, our friends? How much of our time can we volunteer for others? And do we leave enough time for 
ourselves?  

For those who work, it has become increasingly hard to keep to a regular nine-to-five working week, and 
many are forced through job, time and financial pressures to work earlier in the morning, later at night, or 
even at weekends. 

More parents now work longer hours and are often working when their children are at home. The latest 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data show that around 30 per cent of men and 11 per cent of women 
are working at 7am in the morning, with one in six men and one in seven women working at 7pm in the 
evening. The same appears true at weekends, for both men and women. Indeed, a greater proportion of 
women work between 6pm and 9pm on weekends than on weekdays.  

There are risks associated with such extended working patterns. Research has found that children whose 
parents work at weekends spend less time reading, less time on homework, and significantly more time 
alone. Couples may look to divide between them the task of looking after their children, but this also can 
lead to dissatisfaction with the loss of time spent together as a family.  

The feeling of being rushed or pressed for time is often tiring and can be a source of stress. We expect 
our partners to contribute to the care of the children and helping with the housework. But are we happy 
with the help we get? And is there any difference between the sexes in what constitutes a fair share of 
household tasks?”1 

 Which of these questions resonates most with you? Why? 
 How have you gone about evaluating your time-use across this course?  
 What difference has this reflective process made in how you understand and spend your time? 

                                                           
1 AMP, “Race Against Time: How Australians Spend Their Time,” AMP.NATSEM Income and Wealth Report, Iss. 30 
(November 2011), 3, http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/21/219073/AMP_NATSEM_ 
Income_&_Wealth_Report_Race_against_time.pdf (accessed June 5, 2013). [Uploaded to Moodle, Module 1.] 

http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/21/219073/AMP_NATSEM_Income_&_Wealth_Report_Race_against_time.pdf
http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/21/219073/AMP_NATSEM_Income_&_Wealth_Report_Race_against_time.pdf
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=10323
http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/21/219073/AMP_NATSEM_Income_&_Wealth_Report_Race_against_time.pdf
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2.3 Grappling with the Mystery: Alternative Angles on Time 

Shortly, you will form your own everyday theology of time. First, however, it’s helpful to find a lateral way 
into this mysterious topic. For only God can tell the beginning from the end and see all our shifting seasons 
as a tapestry.  
 

2.3.1 A Philosophical Way Into Time (Optional!) 

“I make known the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still to come.  
I say, ‘My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please.’” [YHWH: Isaiah 46:10] 

 
Of course, we could take the classical philosophical 
path, blended with theological insights.  
 
What is time? This dimension of life we take so for 
granted, that often gets overlooked in finding 
timeless truth, is fundamental to our existence.  
Life “happens”; it’s anything but static.  
 
We might, for instance, explore the mysterious 
relationship of God and Time.  
 

Is God “in” time, or “above time” [temporal and time-
full but not timeless] as with every other created 
dimension? Is “the future” (like Edwin Abbott’s 1884 
science fiction piece “Flatland”, re-presented here and 
here) something that God sees, concurrent with the 
present and past, picking it up like a 2 dimensional 
ruler thus enabling prophecy? What would it actually 
look like, even feel like, to have the eternal God come 
near and pierce our immanent, time-bound reality? 
Surely that would mess things up for materialists 
presupposing a universe closed to the transcendent. 
 
Or, with process theologians, is Godself developing with the passage of time? Is “the future” a non-entity 
that cannot be known; rather, God knows all the counterfactuals and probabilities and uses his power to 
control what happens in actual flow of time?  

 
Big questions, I know. Very soon we’ve followed the 
rabbit hole into predestination, whether prayer makes 
any difference, middle knowledge and molinism, 
philosophical/theological speculation such as by William 
Lane Craig, and your head hurts!  
 
(Listen, for instance, to this 8 minute rare audio recording 
of C. S. Lewis, preceding a talk on the nature of how 
prayer works, by exploring “God, Time and Space”.) 
 

Of course, the philosophical way into time is intriguing, even crucial. However, our aim in everyday 
theology is not merely faith seeking understanding. Rather, it’s faith seeking “truthful action”. How do 
these academic explorations inform the way we live, prioritise, and apportion our time? For this, we need 
another way that grabs our heart and locates us within the unfolding mission of God, centred on Christ. 
   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUnlqd0yeK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3N_RAvksP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3N_RAvksP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2lueTLHF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2lueTLHF4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKph4t62IIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWyTxCsIXE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EFLRDNAx-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2lueTLHF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2lueTLHF4
https://www.theopedia.com/process-theology
https://www.amazon.com/Prayer-Does-Make-Any-Difference/dp/0310328888/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1503951843&sr=8-1&keywords=prayer+yancey
https://www.amazon.com/Prayer-Does-Make-Any-Difference/dp/0310328888/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1503951843&sr=8-1&keywords=prayer+yancey
http://www.theopedia.com/molinism
http://www.reasonablefaith.org/molinism
http://www.reasonablefaith.org/molinism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToO-CwbXcJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToO-CwbXcJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2lueTLHF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKph4t62IIc
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2.3.2 An Artistic Way Into Time (Compulsory!) 

Philosophy is great. But I want you to feel rather than think your way into this topic. Much like how we feel 
the flow of time, second by second, minute by minute, across a life of interconnected moments. (Take, for 
instance, Macklemore’s experience of seasons as a music artist, captured in his song “Glorious” [clip and 
lyrics featuring his 100 year old grandma].) Art is the perfect medium for accessing this reality. 
 
There is a time for everything, 
  and a season for every activity under the heavens: 
a time to be born and a time to die, 
  a time to plant and a time to uproot, 
a time to kill and a time to heal, 
  a time to tear down and a time to build, 
a time to weep and a time to laugh, 
  a time to mourn and a time to dance,  
a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them, 
  a time to embrace and a time to refrain from embracing, 
a time to search and a time to give up, 
  a time to keep and a time to throw away, 
a time to tear and a time to mend, 
  a time to be silent and a time to speak,  
a time to love and a time to hate, 
  a time for war and a time for peace. 
What do workers gain from their toil? I have seen the burden God has laid on the human race.  
He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in the human heart;  
yet no one can fathom what God has done from beginning to end. (Ecclesiastes 3:1-11; song here) 
 
Let’s compare and contrast two artworks, both by Christians, as they depict a transcendent God lovingly 
piercing our immanent existence, the eternal animating the temporal and secular realm. 
 

Class Activity 8.1 … Artistic Visions of Time (30 mins.) 
Below this box are two artworks.  

1) Spend 10 minutes, successively, on each artwork. Read the background (below), then dwell on 
the painting/picture to see what stands out to you. Read the description for each piece (below). 
Then jot a few key points about what this implicitly conveys concerning our relationship with 
time, the Other, and God. How are we located within time, our own experience found in the 
cosmic Christ and the stations of the cross? How do past, present, and future coalesce in grace? 

2) Over 10 minutes, pool your insights. How do these two artworks compare (similarity), contrast 
(differ), and what is the creative common ground informing both Christian imaginaries?  
How does this speak to you personally, informing how you see and experience time as a gift from 
God? What difference might this make in the everyday? 

(A) The first artwork is by A/Prof. Lindsay Farrell, recently retired head of 
school in Education and the Arts at Australian Catholic University. Dr. Farrell is 
a very experienced artist, combining his teaching and creativity with 
community engagement (e.g. p9 here). This particular piece comes from his 
series Camino II (2015), tracing his journey with three friends (his wife, Ann, 
and Nikki & Dave Benson) on a portion of the Camino Way pilgrimage in France 

from Cluny to Charlieu. (The whole series is on Moodle here.) Each leg of the journey becomes a “station 
of the cross” to reflect on how the crucified and risen Christ intersects our own meandering journey, the 
eternal piercing the temporal. The particular artwork we are reflecting upon is the culmination of the 
series, entitled “He Is Not Here! The Risen Christ: Cluny, the Taize Icon and the Cloister.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OrLroFa0AI
https://genius.com/Macklemore-glorious-lyrics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrs_PmyVSnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zx6j4vI8lE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stations_of_the_Cross
https://www.visionaries.org.au/?p=560
https://svphb.org.au/wps/wcm/connect/2a388a1e-3a02-4450-b9ce-bd0f2289d537/2016+Outside+In+catalogue_web.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&amp;CONVERT_TO=url&amp;CACHEID=2a388a1e-3a02-4450-b9ce-bd0f2289d537
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16514
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stations_of_the_Cross
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stations_of_the_Cross
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OrLroFa0AI
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(On Taize, see here and here [images here]; on the Russian icon [by Rublev] of Abraham welcoming his 
three guests, as an entry point to Trinitarian hospitality, see here; cf. Mark 16:1-7, with accompanying 
prayer: “Let us prayer for all who are walking and waiting, For all who are longing for light, For all who go 
out to tell the good news that Your Kingdom has come.”) Lindsay’s sub-text reads, “We pray as pilgrims 
in the cloister aware that there is space for us at the table. We share in a meal that tastes of eternity.” 

 

(B) The second piece comes from The Bible Society’s beautiful production/book, Our 
Mob, God’s Story: Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Artists Share Their Faith. As 
in the Moodle Extra Resource here (pdf p4), Indigenous peoples use many symbols 
across their artworks as a way into a deeper meaning. We are focusing on Miriam-
Rose Ungunmerr Baumann’s Foreword to this book, and her captivating collage of 13 
separate paintings from the “Stations of the Cross” (1974) series, in a crucifix. How is 
this Aboriginal depiction and framing of Christ’s work in time, extending to us and our 
mob today, similar to and different from Lindsay’s more European exploration?  

 

Reflection Activity 8.1  
 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#8.1 Compare and contrast the two artworks. How would you describe the common Christian 
imagination informing each, locating us within God’s story and connecting us across time with the cosmic 
Christ? What implications does this framing of time have for your journey with God in the present? 
 

 

 

https://www.taize.fr/en
https://www.taize.fr/en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiz%C3%A9_Community
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=taize&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwintKq_nvvVAhVJhbwKHXoWAVEQ_AUICygC&biw=1242&bih=580
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_(Andrei_Rublev)
https://www.biblesociety.org.au/our-mob/
https://www.biblesociety.org.au/our-mob/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21019
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Introduction to Dr. Farrell’s Cluny II series, by Dr Richard Colledge, Head of National School of Philosophy, 
Australian Catholic University (August 2015): 
 

One of central elements of the Abrahamic faith traditions is the sense in which time and space 
are not linear or singular; rather moments and places interweave with one another, and 
eminently so in the case of sacred time and sacred space. In the discourse of the ancient 
Greeks, this might be thought of as a siding with kairos over chronos; and of adopting a deeper 
and semantically richer sense of topos than a mere mathematical point in space or compass 
(something that was foreign to the ancients in any case). 

Lindsay Farrell’s wonderful series of paintings, Camino II, portray key moments and reflections 
from his 2014 Camino walk in southern Burgundy. But much more than that, they epitomise 
this most basic theme of the fluidity and multi-layered nature of time and space that underpins 
the Judeo-Christian tradition. This ‘Christian metaphysic ’, so to speak, is deeply ingrained in its 
theology, and it poignantly grounds its spirituality. It is central to the enactment of Eucharist 
by which the “Do this in memory of me” links the Last Supper of Jesus to the joys and 
sufferings of all living things in all times and places, and to the very moment in which those 
who are gathered place themselves before the mysteries of Divine presence and absence. 

And so we see in Lindsay’s paintings events on the trail across the villages and countryside of 
central 21st century France, each of them framed with the cloister arches and vaulting of 
Cluny. Each painting and its accompanying texts simultaneously echo and intertextually 
interweave the pilgrim walk with the way of the cross of Jesus of Nazareth almost two 
millennia and five thousand kilometres away, as well as common everyday trials experienced 
by people across the world. In this way, the sacred journey is shown as a moment to moment 
call to prayer that spans time and space in holding the present together with the cross and 
resurrection of Jesus and the struggles of we saints and sinners in the present. 

 
 

From Miriam-Rose Ungunmerr Baumann’s Foreword to Our Mob, God’s Story (p13 here): 
 

Out time is short. People will come after us, and they will tell the stories we have told again.  
In Aboriginal society that is how we survive—telling the stories, sharing the knowledge, 
showing the places to gather food and water, passing on the ceremonies. As we grow older we 
continue to pass on the stories to our children in our communities. Through our words and 
actions we tell them about our ways. We help them grow strong to make their judgements. 
The writers of the Bible also used stories to share their knowledge. Without the stories the 
Apostles passed on, we wouldn't have heard about Jesus’ life. Like the Apostles, we are called 
to pass on the Good News of Jesus. It is a repeating story—about life, growth and telling the 
story to others. We believe it is always God’s time. 

Our Aboriginal culture has taught us to be still and to wait. We do not try to hurry things up. 
We let them follow their natural course—like the seasons. We watch the moon in each of its 
phases. We wait for the rain to fill our rivers and water the thirsty earth. … When twilight 
comes, we prepare for the night. At dawn we rise with the sun. 

We watch the bush foods and wait for them to ripen before we gather them. We wait for our 
young people as they grow, stage by stage, through their initiation ceremonies. When a 
relation dies, we wait a long time with the sorrow. We own our grief and allow it to heal 
slowly. We wait for the right time with our ceremonies and our meetings. The right people 
must be present. Everything must be done in the proper way. Careful preparations must be 
made. We don’t mind waiting, because we want things to be done with care. Sometimes many 
hours will be spent on painting the body before an important ceremony. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21019
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We wait on God, too. His time is the right time. We wait for him to make his Word clear to us. 
We don’t worry. We know that in time and in the spirit of dadiiri (that deep listening and quiet 
stillness) his way will be clear.  

There are deep springs within each of us. Within this deep spring, which is the very Spirit of 
God, is a sound. The sound of Deep calling to Deep. The sound is the Word of God—Jesus.  

I am beginning to hear the gospel at the very level of my identity. I am beginning to feel the 
great need we have of Jesus—to protect and strengthen our identity; and to make us whole 
and new again.  
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3.  TRANSFORMING TIME THROUGH THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

In place of our normal weekly practices (A-Z of theology & Practicing God’s Presence), the middle session 
this module is for working through a theological reflection cycle using the “five movement” model. 

First, the descriptive-empirical movement involves gathering information that helps us discern patterns 
and dynamics in particular episodes, situations, or contexts. It is characterised by a spirituality of priestly 
listening that seeks to answer the driving question, What is going on? 

Second, the interpretive movement involves drawing on theories of the arts and sciences to better 
understand and explain why these patterns and dynamics are occurring. It is characterised by a spirituality 
of sagely wisdom that seeks to answer, Why is this going on? 

Third, the normative movement involves using theological concepts to interpret particular episodes, 
situations, or contexts, constructing ethical norms to guide our responses. It is characterised by a 
spirituality of prophetic discernment that seeks to answer, What ought to be going on? 

Fourth, the correlative movement involves explicitly cross-disciplinary dialogue between contemporary 
understandings and the Christian tradition via contrasting and comparing thick practices and theory. It is 
characterised by a spirituality of therapeutic mediation that seeks to answer, Where is the common 
ground? 

Fifth, the pragmatic movement involves determining strategies of action that will influence situations in 
ways that are desirable and entering into a reflective conversation. It is characterised by a spirituality of 
servant leadership that seeks to answer, How might we respond? 

Remember, too, that throughout this process, there are three perspectives we must bring into a mutually 
critical correlation (dialogue): normative (Scripture + Tradition), situational (reason and the deliverances of 
reason applied to our experience of the world), and existential (self/community-reflection and our 
experience of the Holy Spirit).  

We must first evaluate the “truth” of each perspective’s interpretation (consistency, correspondence, 
completeness, liveability). Then, we must (in the correlative movement) consider how the perspectives 
compare (similarity), contrast (difference) and combine (creating new possibilities from the faithful 
fusion/synergy of each take on reality). Look back through modules 2, 3 & 5 for more detail if lost! 
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Class Activity 8.2 … A Theology of Time (50 mins.) 
In groups of 3-4, work through the five movements in this theological reflection. The aim, by the end, is 
not only to explain and understand your use of time, forming a faithful theology of time. More than this, 
the aim is to change how you spend your time, with a plan that transforms how you live in pursuit of 
“truthful action”. Obviously the activity below is only a brief foray into a more thorough process. 

Movement 1: Descriptive-Empirical (5 minutes) 

What is happening? That is, how do you presently use your time? Draw on your time-keeping each week 
since the course began. No interpreting why yet … just be accurate in the description of your practices. 
Maybe try to provide a “rich description” using Don Browning’s VOTER framework (vision/narrative; 
obligations; tendency-need; environmental-social situation/limitations; rules-roles) from module 5. 

Movement 2: Interpretive (15 minutes) 

Why is it happening? Seek to explain your current practices by adopting normative (e.g. Scriptural 
insights explaining why you might have spent your time the way you did, or tensions in the process of 
evaluating your time-usage), situational (e.g. the AMP report above, or a psychological insight into habit 
formation, etc.) and existential perspectives (e.g. your own inner thinking and experience of trying to 
faithfully use time, sharing stories that are most pertinent). If an interpretation of reality from any of 
these three perspectives seems dubious, then evaluate it with the four criteria of consistency, 
correspondence, completeness, and liveability.  

Movement 3: Normative (15 minutes) 

What ought to be happening? Granted, the situational and existential perspectives may also offer a 
vision of what should be happening. But in Christian theological reflection, the “norming norm” is 
Scripture. Are there particular insights from the Bible (interpreted by tradition) that speak into how we 
use our time? Is there an “ideal”, or principles that should guide our use of time? What is time? 

Remember, you might start with a theological/canonical/narrative hermeneutic, considering “time” in 
each scene of the epic story: creation, fall, Israel, Jesus, Church, New Creation. Or, you might take a 
systematic hermeneutic, exploring key passages on the theme of “time”. Or, you might focus in on one 
story or book of the Bible that is pertinent to the theme and your own experience. And don’t forget to 
incorporate major insights from the community of God across the millennia, whether theologians, 
leaders, mystics, or otherwise. … Whatever approach you take, seek wisdom for a vision of what should 
be. Maybe dot-point these principles below: 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Movement 4: Correlative (10 minutes) 

Where is the common ground? Where do the three perspectives (normative, situational, existential) 
affirm each other = compare; where do they refuse or challenge each other = contrast; how can we 
move beyond our current practices in a synergistic solution = create. Jot three creative insights below: 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Movement 5: Pragmatic (5 minutes) 

How might we respond? Based on all the above, dot-point three changes you’ll make in faithful action. 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 

• _______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Reflection Activity 8.2  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
#8.2 After working through Activity 8.2 above, summarise one major insight and one responsive action in 
your pursuit of more faithful practice (i.e. aligning believing and behaving in “truthful action”).  

 
If you finish this early, feel free to debrief the readings and journal question as a class: 

Class Activity 8.3 … Group Time (flexible to end middle session) 
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like, and 
change around if you’d rather, but can I suggest you find a stable group of the same sex. This will help in 
debriefing some more personal journal questions as the course progresses. 
 
Here’s the things you’re to work through: 
 

1) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points. (You may 
even find it helpful during this time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you 
they’re all covered.) [5 minutes] 

 
2) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes] 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage 
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each 
journal entry you need to engage with *one* of the recommended readings.) 
 

3) Debrief the previous module, keeping it at the level of what it means in your life as you seek to 
integrate your theology and your everyday activities. Focus in on the RELATED JOURNAL 
QUESTION for modules 2-11 (discussed and due in weeks 3-12). Pray for each other [15 minutes] 

 
Journal #6 (re: module 7): Share and critically reflect on your practice of lament, particularly as it relates 
to experiences of suffering in your life. 
Journal #7 (re: module 8): Share and critically reflect on your practice of rhythms of life. What daily, 
weekly, and seasonal rhythms do you have? How do, or don’t, they connect you in to the great cloud of 
witnesses across history and our eternal God? 
 
(n.b. Moodle has the journal question as a FORUM under each module, 2-11. You don’t have to post your 
150-200 word reflections onto this forum—especially if it’s more personal than you want to reveal—
however doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course progresses rather than 
leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the online students as you share your thoughts and 
respond to what others share. So, give it a go!) 
  

4) Offer a brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a 
concise self-evaluation. How did you go with trialling the student-led spiritual discipline from last 
module, trying to “practice the presence of God” in your everyday life? [5mins] 

 
5) If you finish all this with time left, then grab a case study from the jar, and work through these 

questions: What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond? 
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4.  HIGHER TIME: LIVING THE RHYTHMS OF THE CHURCH CALENDAR 

In this session we extend the pragmatic movement from sessions 1 and 2. That is, we will consider a 
primary way that we may structure our time—indeed, our whole lives—around the story of God. 

First, however, it’s worth reflecting on why this is a pressing need.  

4.1 No Time for the Eternal God? 

While studying at Regent College, I was struck by the title of one of the Professor’s books: The Way of the 
(Modern) World: Why It’s Tempting to Live As If God Doesn’t Exist.2 That certainly seemed to sum up much 
of Australian culture, even as it was written for Canada. We go through our daily lives, moment by moment, 
often unaware of the God who stretched out the heavens and started the clock ticking. 

Since then, I’ve spent a lot of time reflecting on how we 
became so ‘secular’. Now, by secular—in simplest 
terms—I meant exactly what Craig Gay said: concerns of 
God, and religion, are pushed to the margin, and life and 
all its spheres (education, recreation, politics, science, 
work) roll on as though God has left the building. This 
isn’t just a problem in so-called ‘secular culture’. I agree 
with theologian Stanley Hauerwas, who says that this 
issue isn’t just “‘out there’ in a world that no longer 
identifies itself as religious, but it is in the souls of most 
people, including myself, who continue to identify 
themselves as Christian … that [for all we say] we’re 
capable of living lives of practical atheism.”3  

Hauerwas is often outspoken, but there’s something to his rant: “I am angry as hell, but it is not an anger 
directed at the secular or even at liberalism. Rather, I am angry at Christians, including myself, for allowing 
ourselves to be so compromised that the world can no longer tell what difference it makes to worship the 
Trinity.”4 Earlier in the book, he suggests that we lack the skills to cope: “I am not trying to force Christians 
to withdraw but to recognize that they are surrounded. There is no question of withdrawing, as all lines of 
retreat have been cut off. The interesting questions now are what skills do we as Christians need to learn 
to survive when surrounded by a culture we helped create but which now threatens to destroy us.”5 

Even with italics, perhaps you missed it. We need skills to navigate a culture “we helped create”. 

Yes, we, the church. For this part of the story, you need Charles Taylor to dive into the most comprehensive 
historical account of western secularisation, that is, the process by which the church has lost authority in 
our society, whether at the macro (governmental), meso (influencing institutions via church authority), or 
micro level (individual attendance and religious belief). As he asks, concerning the last 500 years, “How did 
we move from a condition where, in Christendom, people lived naïvely within a theistic construal, to one in 
which we all shunt between two stances, in which everyone's construal shows up as such; and in which 
moreover, unbelief has become for many the major default option?”6  

                                                           
2 Craig M. Gay, The Way of the (Modern) World, or, Why It's Tempting to Live As If God Doesn't Exist (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Eerdmans, 1998). 

3 Stanley Hauerwas, Dispatches from the Front: Theological Engagements with the Secular (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1994), 18-19, 197n30. 

4 Ibid., 25. 

5 Ibid., 18. 

6 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007), Kindle e-book Loc. 246. 
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Now, the story of how we became a ‘secular’ age is winding and complex. The term secular simply means 
“of, or pertaining to the world.” Its original usage was not opposed to religion. Rather, it signified the 
transfer of property or members of the clergy from monastic seclusion into regular (‘secular’ or ‘worldly’) 
life.7 After the Reformation and Religious Wars of the 16th Century, non-sectarian forms of government 
were progressively sought—often initiated by religious leaders for theological reasons, not necessarily 
renaissance thinkers in “rebellion against the God of Christianity”—that gradually led to the institutional 
separation of Church and State.8 All “subtraction theories” that explain our secular world as the result of a 
linear advance of non-religion over religion, emptying this ‘age’ of a transcendent referent through the 
supremacy of scientific rationality, are simplistic and mistaken.9 Indeed, the seeds of ‘secularisation’—
shifting emphasis from the heavens beyond to an immanent frame—were found within Christianity itself, 
such as through incarnation affirming the value of ordinary time, love of neighbour, and the “rage for 
order” as Reformation Christians sought to proactively cultivate the world toward the common good.10 
Secularity can only be understood in relation to religion.11 

At the fundamental level, however, Taylor agrees with Hauerwas. We—particularly Protestant Christians 
following on from our Reformation forebears—helped create the current ‘secular’ age. As we did away with 
‘superstition’ and mystery from the heavens beyond, we increasingly reduced the world to the orderly 
operations of a logical God. Festivals and fanfare were somewhat replaced by the structured society, 
glorifying God in our disciplined lives.12 The mystery of an eternal God was pierced with a clock-work 
universe. Our lives had become flattened to this world, this place, and this time. 

Taylor notes a deeper meaning of the term:  

‘Secular’, as we all know, comes from ‘saeculum’, a century or age. When it begins to be used as one 
term in an opposition, like secular/regular clergy; or being in the saeculum, as against in religion (that 
is, some monastic order), the original meaning is being drawn on in a very specific way. People who 
are in the saeculum, are embedded in ordinary time, they are living the life of ordinary time; as against 
those who have turned away from this in order to live closer to eternity. The word is thus used for 
ordinary as against higher time. A parallel distinction is temporal/spiritual. One is concerned with 
things in ordinary time, the other with the affairs of eternity.13 

Did you catch that? The key moment, as it were, in becoming a “secular age” was the shift 
in focus from the transcendent realm above, to the immanent world below—from eternity 
to the temporal alone. When we mechanised life by fixing our eyes on the clock, we lost 
focus on “YHWH”, the one who cannot be contained … the God who was, who is, and who 
will be. We lost sight of the ground of time. We became disconnected from the story of a 
God who intersects all of our lives, and all of humanity’s ages. We lost life’s rhythm. 

                                                           
7 Oxford English Dictionary, www.oed.com (accessed November 20, 2012). See also Asad, Formations of the Secular, 
192-193. 

8 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Christianity in a Secularized World (London: SCM Press, 1989), 11-19. 

9 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007), 26-28. 

10 Ibid., 55-63. See also Harvey Cox, The Secular City (New York: Macmillan, 1966), 17-37; Peter Berger, The Sacred 
Canopy (Garden City, NJ: Doubleday, 1969), 113, 119; Craig Gay, The Way of the (Modern) World (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 1998); Os Guinness, The Gravedigger File (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1983). Indeed, a constructive 
tension between the temporal City of Man, and the eternal City of God, is a key to Augustine’s thought, wherein 
common grace validates ‘secular’ structures in the time between Christ’s ascension and his final return to unite all 
things in himself. See Michael S. Horton, “The Time Between: Redefining the ‘Secular’ in Contemporary Debate,” in 
After Modernity?, ed. James Smith (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2008), 45-66. 

11 Talal Asad, Formation of the Secular, 200-201. See also Jürgen Habermas and Joseph Ratzinger, Dialectics of 
Secularization: On Reason and Religion (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2006). 

12 Taylor, A Secular Age, Loc. 806-823 (Chapter 1, Section IV). 

13 Ibid., Loc. 880 (Chapter 1, Section V). Cf. Hans Boersma, Heavenly Participation (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011). 

https://www.amazon.com/Heavenly-Participation-Weaving-Sacramental-Tapestry/dp/0802865429/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1503983812&sr=8-3&keywords=heavenly+tapestry
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4.2 Higher Time 

You may have heard the distinction between chronos (the passage of flat, ordinary time, second by second) 
and kairos (weighty moments transcending and giving meaning to ordinary time). As Taylor suggests,  

there are kairotic knots in the stories we tell about ourselves in our time. … But what has changed is 
that around which these moments gather. In the pre-modern era, the organizing field for ordinary 
time came from what I want to call higher times. What did higher times do? One might say, they 
gathered, assembled, reordered, punctuated profane, ordinary [secular] time.14  

 What are some of these kairotic knots for the community of God—moments of higher time to which 
we are all connected? For each, how do we remember these moments, tying ourselves into the story? 

 

Higher times remind us that we don’t just live for today, in this secular age. Higher time can order our lives 
according to the story of God. 

Now higher times gather and re-order secular time. They introduce ‘warps’ and seeming 
inconsistencies in profane time-ordering. Events which were far apart in profane time could 
nevertheless be closely linked. … events of the old Testament were held to stand to those in the New, 
for instance the sacrifice of Isaac and the Crucifixion of Christ. These two events were linked through 
their immediate contiguous places in the divine plan. They are drawn close to identity in eternity, even 
though they are centuries (that is, ‘aeons’ or ‘saecula’) apart. In God’s time there is a sort of 
simultaneity of sacrifice and Crucifixion. … Similarly, Good Friday 1998 is closer in a way to the 
original day of the Crucifixion than mid-summer's day 1997. Once events are situated in relation to 
more than one kind of time, the issue of time-placing becomes quite transformed.15 

 Share a time you felt intimately connected to God and how He has acted among His community in 
history. Describe what it was in the ‘ritual’ or activity that helped you feel connected. 

 

Like Israel placing stones on the bank of the Jordan after crossing 
into the Promised Land, celebrating our corporate history (i.e., the 
church grafted into Israel) in the present helps us remember who 
God is, what He has done, and therefore who we are. It helps us 
live in line with the eternal God who does exist. And of this fact we 
should be reminded anytime we write the year, which traces back 
to the incarnation. 

That said, these kairotic knots and rhythms of “higher time” also 
connect us to the future. As N. T. Wright points out, even 
something as simple as the church coming together to worship on 
Sunday (the first day of the new creation week) is a look back to 
the resurrection of Christ at Easter, and “a sign within the present 
world and its temporal sequence that the life of the age to come 
has already broken in.”16 Through the power of the Spirit, we are a 

“future people now” … a trailer or preview for the full Kingdom movie to come (the soundtrack to which is 
“Jesus is Lord,” which will be sung by all creation on bended knee). 

                                                           
14 Taylor, A Secular Age, Loc. 880. 

15 Ibid., Loc. 896. 

16 N. T. Wright, “Reshaping the Church for Mission: Living the Future,” in Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the 
Resurrection, and the Mission of the Church (New York: HarperOne, 2008), 261. On time as a key aspect of Baptism 
and Eucharist, see pp. 271-276. 
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Perhaps this video will help you capture 
how we celebrate both the past and 
future in the present as we baptise new 
believers and share in the Lord’s 
supper. These are highly physical 
practices—ritual actions, signs and 
symbols—through which God grafts us 
into his community. Through these 
practices we learn to inhabit the story 
of God. See “Stories of repentance, 
songs of deliverance” here. 

Aligning our lives with these higher times is the key skill of which Hauerwas spoke. Living the church 
calendar is a bulwark for a church prone to practical atheism. For a post-Reformation church hollowed out 
by disenchantment, these liturgical rhythms offer a way to remember God in the everyday. 

The church that takes seriously the fact that Jesus is Lord of all time will not just celebrate quietly 
every time we write the date on a letter or document, will not just set aside Sunday as far as humanly 
and socially possible as a celebration of God’s new creation (and will point out the human folly of a 
seven-day working week), will not just seek to order its own life in an appropriate rhythm of worship 
and work. Such a church will also seek to bring wisdom, and freshly humanizing order, to the rhythms 
of work in offices and shops, in local government, in civic holidays, and in the shaping of public life. 
These things cannot be taken for granted. The enormous shifts during my own lifetime, from the 
whole town observing Good Friday and Easter to those great days being simply more occasions for 
foot-ball matches and yet more televised reruns of old movies (with, often enough, no sign in the 
television schedules of anything remotely to do with Jesus or the gospel!) are an index of what 
happens when a society loses its roots and drifts with prevailing social currents. The reclaiming of time 
as God's good gift (as opposed to time as simply a commodity to be spent for one’s own benefit, which 
often means fresh forms of slavery for others) is not an extra to the church’s mission. It is central.17 

 

 What daily, weekly, and seasonal rhythms do you have? How do, or don’t, they connect you in to the 
great cloud of witnesses across history and our eternal God? In what sense are these rhythms a witness to a 
“secular” world living in flattened, ordinary (clock) time? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
17 Wright, Surprised by Hope, 266. 

http://vimeo.com/5471244
http://vimeo.com/5471244
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You may be wondering what difference aligning with “higher time” can make, especially amidst the rush of 
everyday life. Perhaps this brief reflection from a former student of this subject will make the point. 

Lisa Stay is a young mum with a very busy family life. Secular reality and school schedules typically drive her 
family rhythms, as they do us all. And yet, months after this module—on Christmas day itself—she sent me 
this email (December 25, 2015) about how an intentional Advent changed her family’s view of incarnation: 

 

Hi Dave, 

Hey just to say thanks heaps for planting a seed of thought and change about celebrating advent.   

We have had some 
really beautiful times 
over the past month 
celebrating advent. 
We did a breakfast or 
dinnertime reading 
from Jesus Storybook 
Bible …  reading the 
Old Testament ones 
and finishing up with 
the birth of Jesus.  
We have read heaps 
from this over the 
years but reading 
daily for a few weeks 
hopefully gave them 
the big picture 
outline of the bible.  

We also did a candle 
lighting each week—
each taking turns to 
light one of five 
candles—hope, light, 
joy, love, Jesus 
[photo right].  I had 
written some verses 
on a card that we got 
to open on our turn.  
I was not sure how 
this would all work 
out but it resulted in 
some truly beautiful 
family time each 
week, cute kid 
moments and sweet 
prayers.  

Thanks heaps. Lisa 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Jesus-Storybook-Bible-Every-Whispers/dp/0310708257/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1503984337&sr=1-1&keywords=jesus+storybook+bible
https://www.amazon.com/Jesus-Storybook-Bible-Every-Whispers/dp/0310708257/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1503984337&sr=1-1&keywords=jesus+storybook+bible
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Class Activity 8.4 … Living the Christian Year (40 minutes) 
 
For this activity, you will need to draw on one of this week’s recommended readings: 

Bobby Gross, “Foreword” and “Discovering Sacred Time,” in Living the Christian Year:      
Time to Inhabit the Story of God (Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2009), 9-11, 13-34. 

From the Appendix (p323), and starting with the first Sunday of Advent, here are the key dates for the 
Christian Year (sites like wikipedia, “seasons of the church” or “seasons and holidays” help) … you might 
like to use these sites in filling in the relevant dates for the present year: 

First Sunday of Advent = _________________  
There are ___ Sundays in Epiphany 20__ (starting January __ 20__, finishing with Transfiguration Sunday) 
Ash Wednesday    = _____________ (First day of LENT) 
Easter Sunday       = _____________ 
Pentecost Sunday = _____________  
 

Within these dates, the following are the key kairotic knots in higher (sacred) time: 

THE CYCLE OF LIGHT …  

      ADVENT: Enlarged in the Waiting 

      CHRISTMAS: Enriched in the Giving 

      EPIPHANY: Enlightened in the Telling 

THE CYCLE OF LIFE …   

      LENT: Humbled in the Turning 

      THE PASCHAL TRIDUUM (‘tri-du-wum’): Healed in the Dying  

      EASTER: Heartened in the Rising (culminates with Pentecost Sunday)  

THE CYCLE OF LOVE … ORDINARY TIME: Empowered in the Pouring Out (both between Epiphany and 
Lent in the Christmas cycle, and Pentecost and Advent in the Easter cycle). 

 

In groups of 2-3, take on one season in the church calendar. Work through the following questions and 
activities, before reporting back to the group with your creative ways of inhabiting God’s story: 

1. What are the key events and dates within your season? 

2. How does this season look back to the life of Christ, the Church, and Israel? 

3. How does this season look forward to the time when God’s Kingdom comes in its fullness? 

4. What are the major themes to explore during this season? 

5. What rituals/symbols/practices has the church traditionally used to celebrate this season? 

6. Come up with a creative practice that your home-group or family could do (perhaps tailored to 
Australian culture), that helps you imaginatively inhabit the story of God. 

Now, report back to the class what you found. Consider diarising the calendar this year, and living it out.  

http://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/index.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgical_year
http://www.crivoice.org/chyear.html
http://catholicism.about.com/od/holydaysandholidays/u/seasonsandholidays.htm
http://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/lections.php?year=B&season=Epiphany
http://www.amazon.com/Living-Christian-Year-Inhabit-Story/dp/0830835202/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1377040946&sr=1-1&keywords=Living+the+Christian+Year#reader_0830835202
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Reflection Activities 8.3 & 8.4  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on p. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#8.3 What are the key events, dates, and rituals connected with one of the seven seasons in the church 
calendar? 
 
#8.4 Come up with a creative Aussie way of celebrating this season, tying you into “higher time” and 
godly rhythms of life as part of God’s story centred on the person of Jesus. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://michelequigley.com/blog/printable-liturgical-calendar/
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As we close this module, we must remember that we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring 
creatures”. Developing a “theology for everyday life” is not just about understanding rightly, but loving 
truly. That is, we must be intentional in our habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are 
formed to love the Kingdom of God. Again, “theology begets doxology”. Learning is in the service of 
worship. Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology: 
 

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow; 
Praise Him, all creatures here below; 
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host; 

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 

Forum Activity for Module 8 
Journal #7 (re: module 8, due before class module 9): Share and critically reflect on your practice of 
rhythms of life. What daily, weekly, and seasonal rhythms do you have? How do, or don’t, they connect 
you in to the great cloud of witnesses across history and our eternal God? 

In each of weeks 3 through 12 (inclusive) of the semester, please submit a 150-200 word journal entry on 
the previous module’s topic comprising: 

a. Your personal experience of and Christian reflection on the assigned practice for the module.                        
(Be sure to reference at least one of the pre-readings each entry) 

b. A brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a concise 
self-evaluation 

For each Moodle Module, I’ve set up a forum bubble.  
 
It is *not* required that you post your 150-200 word 
reflection to this forum—especially if it’s more personal 
than you want to reveal. That said, doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course 
progresses rather than leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the distance students as you 
share your thoughts and respond to what others share. So, give it a go! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: I am very aware of the fact that journal entries such as those envisaged here will by their nature 
contain personal material, and so let me: 1) assure you of confidentiality (except with your permission, my eyes will 
be the only ones to see what you have written); and 2) on that basis encourage you to let me walk beside you this 
semester as we attempt to narrow the gap between our faith and our behaviour. 

It is neither wise nor possible for me to attempt to grade your experience.  However, the quality of your reflection 
on that experience is gradable, and I’ll be assessing your journal entries on the basis of the following key criteria: 

1. You have reflected seriously & perceptively on the assigned topic/practice = SEE 
2. You have formulated a distinctly Christian response to the topic/practice = JUDGE 
3. You suggest possible or necessary changes to your attitudes and behaviour as a result of your deliberately 

Christian reflection on these sometimes “mundane” issues = ACT 
4. You provide an honest self-evaluation of the use of your time during the week 
5. You have engaged at least one pre-reading per entry 

It is expected that you will submit your journal entries in a neat (typed) and coherent form. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (150-200 words) 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lM5mGugb8A&feature=related
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Preparation for Next Week …  
 Journal work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set 

question, and keeping tabs on your time during that week.  If it suits, post your journal 
reflection to the Moodle forum. 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp6-7 … come ready to share on each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 

 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 

 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your theology for one aspect of everyday life  

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a spiritual practice/discipline that we can try out 
during the following week as a way of staying alert to God’s presence throughout every 
minute of every daily activity. 

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
 
As one who is prone to over-commitment (resulting from the happy combination of people-
pleasing and perfectionism), I easily lose my rhythm. One of my favourite Gospel stories is where 
Jesus, after a busy day’s ministry, seeks time out. So, with the disciples, he escapes. And yet the 
people follow Him even into the desert. At this point, we must avoid falling into one of two errors. 

We must avoid the idolatry of balance. “Balanced” Jesus, flowing in Kingdom rhythms, would have 
set His boundaries and kindly explained that if they would only come back in work hours, he would 
help them. This time had been blocked out in his diary for silence and solitude. … Real Jesus, 
however, was moved with compassion. The people were like “sheep without a shepherd”. So he 
met them there. He fed them. He healed them. He loved them. And yet … 

We must avoid the idolatry of burn-out. “Burned-out” Jesus, filled with the Spirit, would have then 
buckled in for a third and fourth round of ministry. “Better to flame on and burn out than dry up 
and drift off” we might hear him say. Like countless “saints” and pastors after him, this workaholic 
Jesus would justify the lack of balance in the name of the Kingdom … too busy to stop and pray, 
and too restless to re-create. … Real Jesus, however, did look for the first opportunity to find a 
quiet place alone from the crowds. He pulled away from the press. Although God in the flesh, 
Jesus knew His human limitations and the importance of rhythm. 

I guess I’m still calibrating. Walking the fine-line between balance and burn-out is difficult in a 
broken world. There’s always more to do … people to call, papers to write, causes to serve, etc., 
etc., etc. I want to faithfully steward what I’ve been given. And yet, I am increasingly keen to find 
myself in Christ, entering His Sabbath rest for the soul.  

The constant push for the next program and cycle of events wears me out. The church calendar is 
calling, as I seek to locate myself in the higher time of God’s story. So, whatever your approach, 
may we all find a Godly rhythm in life. May we each pursue “truthful action” in our theology and 
praxis of time. And may we heed the eternal God who stepped into the saeculum: 

“Are you tired? Worn out? Burned out on religion? Come to me. Get away with me and you’ll 
recover your life. I’ll show you how to take a real rest. Walk with me and work with me—watch 
how I do it. Learn the unforced rhythms of grace. I won’t lay anything heavy or ill-fitting on you. 

Keep company with me and you’ll learn to live freely and lightly.” (Matthew 11:28-30, MSG) 


